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PREFACE 

This report contains the results of the graduation research project I 

carried out at the Division of Production Technology of the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

Within the Division of Production Technology, the .research group of prof. 

ir. J.A.G. Rals specializes in the behavior of materiahi during 

manufacturing processes. Instability phenomena encountered during plastic 

deformation (If materials are one topic of interest in thi5 field. In this 

report, an attempt is made to develop a comprehensive theory of such 

instability phenomena as they occur during cold working of materials, with 

the object of providing a fairly easy-to-use set of instability criteria for 

use by those designing product:; and production processes. 

Carrying (Jut: a graduation research project is never the work of only one 

penlon. In particular, the comments and insights of prof. ir. J. A. G. Kals 

and dr:. ir .. 1. H. Dautzenberg a.te appreciated. In addition, I would like to 

thank J. Boekholt of the Department of Chemical Technology for his help in 

carrying out the experiments. flasHy I I would like to thank my parents, T. M. 

Dierick and P.G. Dierick-van Knippenberg, and ms. ,T.B.M. Sctwolkate, without 

whose under:;tanding and support the completion of this graduation research 

project would not have been possible. 

Maurice Dierick 

Eindhoven, October 1987 
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There's a lone soldier on the cross 

Smoke pouring out of a boxcar door 

You didn't know it 

You didn't think i 1; eQuId be d.one 

In the final end he won the war 

l\fter losing every battle 

Bob Dylan, The Idiot. Wind 

There's room at the top 

They are telling you still 

But first you must learn 

How to smile as you kill 

If you want to be 

Like the folks on the hill 

lTohn r,ennon. Working Class Hero 
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ABSTRACT 

Materials undergoing plastic deformation fail by fracture in a field of 

h01O()geneous deformation or by fracture preceded by the concentrat;ion of 

deformation in a very small area: flow localization. 

Results of researchers in the field of flow localization, influenced or 

caused by thermal effects, during plastic deformation at room temperature 

show that, although it; is possible to calculate the strain at which such 

flow localization initiates and to give a description of the localization 

process after it has initiated, there is still no comprehensive theory of 

thermally influenced flow localization. Therefore it is attempted to derive 

such a theory, based on research by Kal:; and Semiatin et al. This theory, 

which includes both -the initiation of localization and a description of its 

subsequent progress, is tested by carrying out tensile tests at high strain 

rates and applying it to data from the literature. The conclusion is that a 

general theory of flow localization has been derived and that such a theory 

can be used to predict maximum allowable strains for a number of 

manufacturing processes. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Materialen die plastisch vervormd worden, kunnen op twee manieren breken: er 

kan breuk optreden voorafgegaan door volledig homogene deformatie, of er kan 

breuk optreden voorafgegaan door zeer sterk up een plaats geconcentreerde 

deformatie, of weI gelokaliseerde deformatie. 

Uit de literatuur up het gebied van thermisch beinvloede gelokaliseerde 

deformatie tijdens het plastisch bewerken van materialen up kamertemperatuul' 

kan geconcludeerd worden dat, hoewel het mogelijk is om het begin van 

gel()kaliseerde deformatie te voorspellen en een beschr.ijving te geven van de 

voortgang ervan, er nog steeds geen algemene theorie over dit verschijnsel 

bestaat. In dit verslag wordt geprobeerd een dergelijke theorie af le leiden 

op basis van onderzoek verricht door Kals en Semiatin en medewerkers. Deze 

theorie, waarmee zowel het ontstaan als het vo()rtschrijden van 

gelokaliseerde deformatie wordt beschreven, wordt vervolgens beproefd m.b.v 

hoge-snelheids trekproeven en vergelijkend literatuumnderz()ek. De conclusie 

luidt dat. een algemene theorie van gelokaliseerde d€~formatie is afgeleid en 

dat m.b.v. deze theorie maximaal toelaatbare rekken voor een aantal 

bewerkingsprocessen kunnen worden afgeleid. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Q [kg * m- 3] 

c [J * kg- 1 * K- 1] 

n [-] 

m [-] 
T [K] 
h(T) [-] 

a [-) 

8' [-] 
E: [-] 

A [-] 
t [5- 1] 

0' [N * nun -2] 

u [N * mm-2] 

K [N * mm- 2 * 5- 1] 

i (-] 

ao [N * mm- 2 * K- 1] aT 
FI,P [-] 

s [nun] 

FLITE 

specific weight 

specific heat 

strain hardening exponent 

strain rate hardening exponent 

temperature 

function of temperature 

fraction of heat retained 

effective strain 

principal strain 

engineering !;train 

effective strain rate 

effective stress 

principal stress 

material constant. 

stress path 

temperature dependence of stress 

Flow Localization Parameter 

thickness of a blank 

Flow Ilocalization Influenced by Thermal Effects 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of failure modes of materials during processing and service is an 

important aspect of mechanical engineering, :;ince understanding of the 

fai lure modes of mat~erials can lea~d to improvements in the design and 

efficiency of production processes. 

When studying the failure modes of materials, it should be noted that there 

are essentially two failure mechanisms [26]: fracture controlled failure and 

flow localization controlled failure. In the former case, failure occurs by 

fracture in a relatively homogeneous field of deformation, whereas it occurs 

in a region where flow has localized prior to fracture in the latter case. 

It is this last mechanism in which we are interested in this study. More 

specifically, we are interested in flow localhation caused or influenced by 

thermal effects, such as (quasi-) adiabatic deformation heating. Common 

names for this phenomenon are adiabatic shear, catastrophic shear, thermo

plastic shear instability, and several others of this type. Since these 

cannot be used when one is speaking in general terms of thermally influenced 

flow localization, the acronym FLITF., for • Flow I,ocalization Influenced by 

Thermal Effects', will be used to denominate the phenomenon in this report. 

The object of this study is to formulate a theory of FLITE during plastic 

deformation of materials at room temperature, but without including the 

metallurgical aspects (If Fr,lTF.. 

As a starting point for the formulation of such a theory, a literature 

survey was carried out, the result:; of which were combined with Kals' 

instability analyses [1] to create a general theory of FrJI'rE, which, aft:er 

being tested experimentally I can be used tu derive design criteria for a 

range of manufacturing processes. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1. Introduction 

FI.1TF. was first observed by Zener and Hollomon [8] in 1944. They 

encountered it in very high-speed punching of steel. At these speeds, the 

deformation procel.H3 becomes adiabatic, meaning that all plastic work is 

transformed locally into heat. The temperature rbe associated with this 

transformation results in a decrecHie in flow !:>tress (flow softening) which, 

if larger than the increase in flow stress due to the deformation (strain 

hardening) causes localized deformation, or FI,ITE. 

If: was not; until 1964 that the first mathematical modeb of t'L£TF. were 

presented by Recht [5] and Chin et al. [28, 29]. From 1964 on, numerous 

articles on FLIT! have appeared. 

FT, ITE research can be d i. vided in two parts: 

the mechanical aspects associated with FI,ITF., i. e. material parameters of 

importance and critical strains. 

- the metallurgical aspects associated with FLITE, i. e. the !:>tructure of the 

zone of localized deformation, the influence of initial material defects 

on localization. 

In thi!:> report, we are interested in the mechanical aspects of FLITE. The 

metallurgical aspects of FLITE will be discussed only if necessary. 

2.2. FLITE modeling 

There are principally two ways of modeling FLITE. The first method is based 

on thermodynamics, the :,econd on plasticity theory. Since the fir::;t method 

is much more complex and does not yield appreciably different results, it 

will not be discussed further. For examples of this method, see the papers 

of Merzer [15], Sai [24, 40] and Wright and Batra [45]. 

The second met.hod is based on the a:.:;sumption that there h; an equation of 

state relating stress, strain, strain rate and temperature. A criterion for 

the initiatiCin (If FLITE is then chosen, !:>uch as a maximum in the :.:;treBS

strain curve, and a constitutive equation is assumed. By inserting the 
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instability criterion and the constitutive equation in the equation of 

state, a critical strain for the initiation of FLITE can then be derived. 

A good example of such an analysis can be found in the paper by Culver [9]. 

l'rom this and other analyses of thi:5 type, it has become clear that for a 

high resi stance to FIJITE, materials should rapidly strain harden, have a low 

strength and a high resistance to the.cmal softening. 

In recent years, it has become clear that the prediction of a critical 

strain is not enough to adequately describe FIJITE. Thi:5 is because in 

reality FLITE is a time-dependent process, and not an instantaneous event. 

Therefore, Semiatin and co-workers [26, 34, 55] propo:ied a so-called Flow 

r.ocalizaticm Parameter CI:'[,P) to describe FI,ITE. Thi:5 FTJP is defined as 

follows: 

FLP - 1 * (i£ 
- £ lie (1) 

It can be obtained by assuming that a deforming material can be separated 

into two regions: one containing an initial geometric, material ()r 

deformation process defect or temperature grcHli ents [11] I the other 

homogeneous. By enforcing eqnilibrium of the load supported by the two 

regi ons, the FI,P can be deri vecl. The Fr,p can be expressed in terms of 

critical strain and current strain; if the current strain is equal to the 

critical st.rain the Fl,P has a value of zero. According to Semiatin et al., 

noticeable flow localization occurs when the FI.P has reached a value of 

approxjmately five. 

This approach to FTJITE as a tjme-dependent process is important for 

describing flow aftp.r the instability strain has been attained. The exact: 

use of this approach to FLITF. in production technology remains at this 

moment unclear, but it may well be that it enables further refinement and 

optimization of the FI,ITF. cri teria currently employed, 

\ 
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3. A GENERAL THEORY OF FLITE 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a general theory of FLITE will be developed by deriving a 

load, local and thermal instability criterion. Semiatin et a1.'s approach to 

instability problems will also be included. 

3.2. Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made: 

- there is an equation of state of the form 0 = o(e, t, T), with 0 the 

effective stress, e the effective strain, t the effective str<lin rate and 

T the temperature. 

- there is a plane stress situati()n and a straight stress path. 

- the constitutive equati.on has the form 0 = K *' €n *' ~m *' heT), with K a 

material constant, n the strain hardening exponent, m the st;ain rate 

hardening exponent and h(T) an unspecified function of the temperature. 

All equations will be presented in terms ()f effective stress 0 and effective 

5train € or in termt. of principal stresses 0 1, O2 and 03 and principal 

strains "-1' "-2 and ~:3' 

3.3. Load instability criterion 

Assume a volume element with dimensions Xl' x2 and x3 (fig. 1). 'rhe 

principal stresses are given by: 

(2) 

where i is the st.ress path. 

If we number the principal st.re!H;eS in such a way that F 1 ( ::: 0 1 *' A1, with 

A1 the surface of the volume element in the l-direction ) is the largest 

force, load instability will ()ccur when dF l ::: 0, or: 

(3) 
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-2 

Fig. 1. The volume element xl' x2' x
1 

with principal strains and stresses. 

From (3), the following critical strain for the initiation of FLITE by load 

instability can be derived (for the necessary calculations see appendix A); 

n 
e = ------------~-------------c -m * de - Qg * _u_ + L.:....i (4) 

& dF. aT Q * C 2 * r. 

00 where £c is the critical strain, oT the temperature dependence of stress, u 

the fr.act;icm of heatcetained within the material (u = 1 is adiabatic), g 

the specific weight, c the specific heat and I = I(L 2 - i + 1). 

Since the effective !3train rate can be as:mmed to he con:>tant before 

localization occurs, the strain rate term can be neglected, and we finally 

ohtain: 

1'; = c 
n 

-a 0 * _"",u__ + .L::....i 
aT Q * C 2 * [ 

3.4. Local instability criterion 

(5) 

To obtain a cri teriol1 for FI,ITE by local instability, we need an expression 

for pla:>tic; work done per. unit volume: 



dW = a * dE :; 

14 

where dW is plasU c work per unit volume. s 

(6) 

Kals [1] states that instability will occur when the dissipation of work per 

unit surface increase shows a maximum, or: 

(7) 

where dA3 is a surface element normal tel the third principal direction. 

The following critical st.rain can be derived from (7) (see appendi.x A for 

the necessary calculations) : 

-~* 11 
BC - 1 + i 

(m + 1 ) _tl_ '* ful.* ~ -
1/ * c aT 1 + i 

(8) 

3.5. Thermal instability criterion 

FLrTE by thermal instability i:; :;aid to initiate when the flow :'It;ress pas::les 

through a maximum, or: 

do = 0 (9) 

Equation (9) leads to the following critical :;train (see appendix A for the 

necessary calculations): 

n 
m * dE ful. * _11_ 
t de - aT Q * c 

( 10) 

Once again, the st.rain rate is constant until locnlization initiat.es, so we 

can neglect; the strain rate term t;o obtain: 

£ = c 
p * c *n 

* 00 
tl aT 

( 11) 
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3.6. Flow Localization Parameter (FLP) 

We will now assume that the volume element x1' x2' x3 consists of two 

re9~}ns: one containing an initial defect as discussed in 2.2., the other 

homogeneous. The FTJP can be obtained from a variational analysis carried out 

to determine the condi.tions under which the load supported by the two 

regions remains equal. Once again, we c()nsider the first principal direction 

to be the critical dLrecti.on. The variational equilibrium condition can then 

be expressed as follows: 

From equation (12) three Fl.P's can be derived: a load, local and thermal 
instability Fl.P (for the necessary calculations see appendix B). Only the 

load instability FI.P, however., is physically possible, since from the other 

two it follows that flow localizes before instability has initiated. 

Therefore only the load in:3tabili ty FT;P is presented here. This FLP can be 

expressed as follows: 

(13) 

Equation (13) completes the general theory of F1.IT£. 

3.7. The general theory of FLIT£ compared to the literature 

In this paragraph, the results from paragraphs 3.3., 3.4., 3.5. and 3.6. 

will be compared with the literature. 

- Load instability criterion. 

The critical ~;train obtained from the load instability analysis was: 

(; = 
c -ao * _u_ ;. L:....i 

aT Q * C 2 * [ 

n 
(5) 

If we compare (4) with the result obtc:dned by Kals [1], which is: 

r 
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(13) 

and was obtained without considering st.rain rat.e or thermal effect.s, we 

see that his result can be obtained from (5) by neglecting thermal 

effects. 

- Local instability criterion 

The result obtained from the local instability analysis was: 

'" =~1( 
"c 1 + i 

n 
(m + 1) __ U_ 1( 00 

Q 1C C aT 

Kals' [1] result was: 

21(1 
1C--

(8) 

1 + i 

(14) 

Once again, this result, whi.ch was obt.ained without considering st.rain 

rate or thermal effects, can he derived from (8) by neglecting tlu'!rmal 

effect:; . 

- Thermal inst.ability analysis 

The result obtained from the thermal instability ~naly:::;j.fi was: 

p * C 1C n 
U * 30 

3T 

( 11) 

This result is identical t.o the results obtained by Culver [9], 

Dautzenbeig [1], Semiatin et al. [26], and others. 

- The Flow Localization Parameter 

The FLP derived in 3.6, is identical to the one derived in [26] by 

semiatin et al. Semi~tin et al.'s FLP, ~)WeVerf is bafied on a thermal 
instabi.lity criterion in torsion, and not on it load instability criterion 

for all stress paths. 
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This concludes our comparison of the Fr.JTF. theory ded ved in this chapter 

with the literature. 

3.8. Discussion of the general theory of FLITE 

There are two things about the general theory of FT .. ITE t.hat should be 

discus:3ed further: the influence of the strain rate on the instability 

criteria and the FLP obtained in 3.6. 

In the load and thermal instability criteria, an increasing value of the 

strain rate hardening exponent m means a higher critical strain (gee (4) and 

(10), but in t;he local instability criterion a higher m-value means a lower 

critical strain. This b probably the result of two contradictory 

mechani.sms: for a high resistance to FLtTE, materials should rapidly strain 

harden, and since the effect of strain rat.e hardening is qualitatively the 

same, it logically follow:; that they should also exhibit rapid strain rate 

hardening. This is expressed in the load and thermal instability criteria. 

It is alsl) true, however, that for a high reshitance to FIrITE materials 

should have a low strength. Since there is a critical flow stress 

accompanying the critical strain, it follows from the constitutive equat:ion 

assumed that this stress will tIe reached sooner for a higher m-value, which 

is what is expressed in the local instability 5train. That this effect is 

not included in the load and thermal instability criteria h probably due to 

the fact; that these are derived by a purely mechanical analYHis based on the 

equation of state a~sumed, whereas the local instability criterion is 

derived by carrying out an energy analy:;is of the deformation process. 

The FTJP derived in 3.6. has the same form as the one derived by Semiatin et 

al., but it is based on a load in:itability analysis and not on a thermal 

instability analysis. The difference between the t.wo is that the load 

instability FT.P is also valid for isothermal defor.mation, since the load 

instability strain is defined for isothermal as well as non-isothermal 

deformation processes, wherea~) the thermal instabi.lity FTJP i:; only valid for 

non-isothermal deformation processes. Because of t.his, the load instability 

criterion :;eems preferable. This unfortunately implies that the value of 

the Fr.P for the (Inset of noticeable localization set by Semiatin et al. can 

no longer he used. This value will therefore have to be determined again for 

the load instatlili t.y FI.P. 

\ 
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4. EXPERIMENTS 

4.1. Introduction 

To test the general theory of FLITF. developed in the previous chapter, the 

following experiments were carried out: 

- high-speed tensile tests on Al51St (an aluminum alloy), polyvinylchloride 

(PVC) and polycarbnnate (PC). 

- application of the general theory to experimental data from the 

literature. 

4.2. The high speed tensile tests 

For the high speed "l~ensile tests a Zwick reI type 1852 hydraulic tensile 

testing machine was u5ed. Tensile test bars were made according to DIN 50125 

(A151St) and DIN 53455 (PVC, {lC) ~pecificat.i.(}ns. In table 1, the relevant 

material properties are given. These were obtained from [4] and [54], with 

the exception ()f the value:5 of ~ for PVC and PC, which r obtai.ned myself. 

Due to the limit.ations of the experimental method used (see appendjx C), 

these should be interpre1:ed as rough estimates of the actual values. Because 

of its very small influence, the strain rate hardening exponent has been 

omitted (in the load and thermal ins tability criteria it i~i absent; because 

the strain rate is constant until instability occurs, and in the local 

instability criterion its influence is approximately 2\), The results of the 

experiments can be found in table 2. In appendix C, more detailed 

information is given. 

The rest of this pnragraph will be used to discuss the results from table 2. 

- the value of ({ was taken from [2] for A151St. BecaU!.ie of the expected 

adiabaticity of t.he tensile tesb on PVC and PC I (( was !jet at 1 for these 

materials. 

&cload' sc1ne and Ecth were calculated from (5), (8) and (11), with i = O. 

- scexp wa!.i obtained from t.he maximum in the stres~.\ ~;Lrai n curves. 

- &f was obtained by measuring the width and thickness of the teDt specimen 

a5 cl05e to the fracture as possible. 
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- all te5ts were carrie<l out at room temperature. 

Material -3 [mJ*kg- 1*K- 1] ~ [N*mm- 2*R-1] n [-] l! [kg*mm '] c 

A151St 2.7 E-06 9.6 E 05 -.3 .06 
. < 

PVC 1.4 E-09 1.2 E 06 -.7 .05 

PC 1.2 E-09 1.2 E 06 -.1 .03 

Table 1. Material properties. 

Material (l [-] 
[-] t: [-] [-] [-] [-] 

E: 
-1 

scloarl Seth E sf [s ] cloc cexp 

A151St .7 .06 . 11 .85 .19 .20 10 

PVC 1 .0001 .0001 .0001 .07 .40 100 

PC 1 .0001 .0001 .0001 .12 --- 75 

Table 2. Experimental re:3Ul ts. Subscripts cload, cloc, cth, cexp and 

f denote predicted load, local and thermal imd:ability ::.trains, 

experimental instability stra.in and fracture strain, respectively. 

A151St 
A151St unexpectedly fractured immediately after experimental instability, 

without noticeable 5ign:, of fTJt:TE, such an :3hear band:) (narrow bands of 

extremely localized deformation, often co1ore<l diiferently) (fig. 1). It 

turned out that it had been heat-treated to obtain a higher :;t;rength, which 

explains the low value of the fracture strain. 
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Fig. 1. A fractured Al51St 5pecimen. 

PVC 

PVC fractured at a Btrnin of more than five time~ it5 experimental 

in:,tability strain. T.mmediately after. fracture, the region around the 

frncture expanded visibly and regained its original dark red color (fig. 2, 

upper specimen). The [t~mainder of the :;pecimen had turned wlli te, which i:; a 

sign of localized deformation. For a comparison, i~ol;hermal tests on PVC 

were carried out. In this case, the region around the fracture did not 

expand. Localized deform(lt.ion did occur, but did not ~jpread evenly over the 

entire specimen (fig. 2, lower specimen). 

It i:.; likely that the expanding of the region around the fractured was 

cau:3ed by the elastic recovery of the m,lt:erial after fracture. This effer::1: 

is well known in injection molding, where i.L is colled 'die swell'. It 1:::; 

cau:ied by the followintJ mechani:im: dur lng the lens i le te:;t I Lhe molecule:, o[ 

the plastic orient themselves in the eli I'ection of the tensile force. After 

fracture, they recover their or.ig.i.nal (jlobular oriental:.i.on, accompaqnied by 

swelling up to their original volume. 

That thb effer::t is ,'it: lea:3t par.tly thermally influenced is :ihown in Li.g. :3: 

the fracture region from the lower !.ipecimen from fig. 2 was immer::;ed in 

boiling water for approximately ten :;econds, cau:;lng it to swell up to it:> 

origin(ll dimensions and regain ib red color. Thi:.; j,~; obviou5ly a thermal 

effect, whir::h leads to the conclu::;ion that the die :-jwell exhibited by the 

upper :~pecimen in fig. 2 i:; <Ibo cou::;ec1 (<It h:n:jt partly) by thermal 

effects. This ther.mal effect is cau:3ed by the near adiabatici.ty o[ the high

speed ten~ile test~. 
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Fig. 2. Fractured PVC speClmens: upper upeClmen tested at a very high strain 

rate, lower specimen tested at a low ~train rate. 

Flg. 3. Fractured PVC specimen after heat treatment . 

PC 

The PC re~;ults are similar to tho~;e of PVC, but, due to the in~ufticient 

:;i:roke C)f the t;en:;ile te:;ti.ng machine, the Pc. :;pecimen:; did not fr,lcture . 

After in~tability, the deformation continued homogeneously, like it did i.n 

Pvc.. Thi:s i:; illu:;tro1.ted i.n fiy. 4, in which the upper sped.men i:; unte:-;ted. 
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Fig. 4. PC specimen~: upper specimen untested, lower specimen tested at a 

high strain rate. 

The experimental and theoretical instability strains 

Unfortunately. it-. mU!.:it be concludeci t-hat the predicted instability ~trains 

only partly r;over the r~~juli;:; ()[ AIS1St: ,).n(l do nol; cov~r the r~:>ult:) of the 

pla!.:itic5 at all. It WitS expected that the actual j nst-ability !..>train:.; would 

lie somewhere between Ule local and thermal in:> t:abi 1 i 1:y strain:) pred i.r;1;ed, 

with fracture occurring after the thermal instability !.itrain. For A151ST, 

fracture ocr:urred too :)oon, which, a:5 ha~ been ;;aid, rnA.Y be attributed to 

the heat treatment the specimens had undergclne. The predicted in:.;tability 

stJ:ain:; [or the pIa:; t; i.e :; a.re toto'J.lly llnreal btic: all three lie in the 

elastic range of the material. 

Therefore i t mU~jt be concluded that the generi1l theory of HIrE i~; not valid 

for PVC and rc, whi.ch L;; probably due to the a~~iumpti . on of a power-la.w type 

of con~;titutive e4uation. Althou<jh there is evidence [50] that there are 

c;ondition:) under which :JUch a consti.tutive equation i:; vali.rl for plJ.:itir::;, 

thj~ is by no lOe<ln:.; g~nerally true. Further inve~jtigatiol1::; in thi~; 

direction, t;herefore, :jeern desirable . 
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4.3. The general theory of FLITE applied to data from the literature 

To further evaluate the general theory of FLITE, it wag applied to data from \ 

[3] and [9]. In both cases, impact tor.sion te~)ts were performed on a number. 

of materials. For the results, see table 3. 

MDterial (-] 
&cloarl 

[-] 
Ecth 

[-] 
Ecexp Ef 

[-] 

Al 6061-T6 .06 .59 .17 .74 

Al51St .04 .66 .13 1.2 

Ti .12 .53 .51 .64 

Ti 6AI-4V .05 .16 .17 .60 

Table 1. Experimental results from the literature. 

The experimental data for Al 6061-T6 and Ti were obtained from [9], the 

others from [3]. The load and thermal in:3tability strains were calculated 

from (5) and (8), with a set at .9 and i at -1. 

In this case, the n,ITE theory worked well: the actual instability strain 

was reached before or just at the thermal instability strain, which is 

theoretically the upper limit for inGtability. Fracture occurred after the 

thermal instability strain had been passed, with A151ST exhibiting a fairly 

high fracture strain. 

4.4. The FLP applied to the experimental data 

In accordance with Semiatin et al. 's method, FLP' l3 were calculated at the 

frocture strain. The ~;train rate hardening exponents were obtained from 

(55]. No strain rate hardening exponent was obtained for Al51St, and f'I.P's 

for PVC and PC were not. calculated. The results are presented in t.able 4. 
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[55). No strain rate hardening exponent was obtained for A151St, and Fl,P's 

for PVC and PC were not calculated. The results are presented in table 4. 

Material m [-] [-] FLP [-] [-] 
£f 'load FI,Pth 

Al 6061-T6 .002 .74 766 17 

Ti .025 .64 46 2.2 

Ti 6Al-4V I .015 .60 86 21 

Table 4. The Flow I,(lcalization Parameters. 

The load instability Fl,P was calculated from (13). The thermal instability 

FTJP was also calculated from (13), but with the thermal instability strain 

inse.rted. 

The agreement between Semiatin et al.'s FLP and these results is good. 

Culver [9) found no noticeable localization in Ti, which corresponds to an 

FLP of less than five. He did find extreme localization in Al 6061-T6, which 

is what is expected f.rom the value of the .np. Whether noticeable 

localization occurred in Ti 6AI-4V is not known, since this was not 

investigated by Sillekens [3). 

Not much can be said about the load instability FLP's accuracy in predicting 

the occurrence of noticeable localization since we do not have a minimum 

value of this Fl,P for noticeable localization. Finding such a mi.nimum value 

will require much additional research. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Discussion of the FLITE theory and the experimental results 

In this report, a theory has been derived to describe thermally influenced 

flow localization phenomena during manufacturing processes at room 

temperature. Three criteria were used to obtain the strain at which flow 

theoretically starts to localize: a maximum in load, a maximum in the 

di~;sipation of work per unit. surface increase and a maximum in flow stress. 

The strains associated with these criteria are called load, local and 

thermal instability strains, respectively. Since these strains by themselves 

do not sufficiently describe the process of flow localization (labeled 

FTJITE in this report), a so-called Flow I.(lcalization Parameter (FtP) was 

derived to describe flow after localization has begun. Thi::; FTJP and the 

three instability strains comprise the general theory of FI,ITE, which has 

been tested on metals and plastics. From the result:') I we can draw the 

following conclusions: 

- the theory cannot. predict accurate instability straim.; for PVC and PC. 

This is probably cause,} by the power-law type r:on:;tituti ve equation 

assumed. A different constitutive equation might ~wlve this problem. 

- the actual instability strains for metals lie :;omewhere between the 

predicted load and thermal instability strains. In the tensile test, the 

actual instability strain lies between the local and thermal instability 

strains. Fracture occurs after the thermal instability strain has been 

passed. 

the FI,P is a good instrument to describe flow after im;tability. It is 

probably best to use an FtP based on the load inst.lbility criterion, since 

it is then defined for isothermal as well as non-isothermal deformation 

processes. A minimum value for thi::) FJ,P at the onset of noticeable flow 

localization will have to be derived. 

In general, the first indications are that the theory of FLITE derived in 

this report will have useful engineering applications. These will be 

described in the following paragraph. 

\~ 
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5.2 Application of the general theory of FLITE 

For isothermal or near isothermal condit.ions, the illstabili ty criteria 

derived by Kals [1] can be used. These may be derived from the general 

theory of FLITE by neglecting thermal effects, 50 that a load amI local 

instability criterion are obtained (there is no thermal instability 

criterion for isothermal deformation). Kals showed that the load instability 

criterion determines the initiation of flow localization for positive first 

and second principal strains and the local instability criterion determines 

t:he initiation of flow localization for positive first and negative second 

principal strains. This may be shown graphically in a 50-called forming 

limi.t diagram, which gives the loci of the first and Hecond principal 

strains at instability (fig. 5). 

I cs.c./n 
[-1 

Fig. 5. The forming limit diagram. 

For non-isothermal conditions, Le. manufacturing pr()Ce55e~; with effective 

str.ain rates greater than five, the complete FrlITE theory must be used to 

determine the instability strains. Unfortunately, the results are difficult 

to represent graphically, since the forming limit diagrams are dependent on 

the stress path in the non-isothermal case. Instead, a diagram representing 

the effective instability strains as a function of the streHG path ~an be 

drawn. These are dependent on the thermophY5ical properties (If the materials 

repre~)ented, but in general bmk like fig. 6. 

\ 
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i (-J - +1 -1 

Fig. 6. Effective instability strain as a function of stress path. 

The following approach to Ilsing the FI,ITE theory as a designing tool can now 

be taken: 

Step 1. The stress path is determined and the critical instability strains 

are calculated. 

Step 2. The effects of flow localization are analysed. The result of this 

analysis should be: no flow localization permissible, limited flow 

loc<ilization permi1:wible or flow localization unimportant, in which case 

fracture is the determining factor. 

Step 3. For the three cases described above, there are three values of the 

FI.l? (which i!'J still based on load instability). Tllt'me values (which are not 

yet known and require further research) correspond to !;pecific maximum 

strain9. These are now calculated. 

Step 4. The strains calculated in step 3 are used to design the product and 

its prmiuction process. 

In this way I the FJ,lTE theory may be used as a designing tool. Some of its 
possible applications are in bending [1], deep-drawing [1], extrusion (to 

determine the occurrence of a dead zone), blanking (to obtai.n the process 

parameters which result in 5mooth-sheared products) and metalcut.ting (to 
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obtain the critical cutting speed for minimal surface roughness). Many other 

manufacturing proce:)ses probably exhibit FrJITE or FIJ[TE-related phenomena. 

The challenge for the future will be to identify those processes hampered by 

nITE and with the help of adequate process descriptions, finding a solution 

fClr these problems. 
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6. FINAL REMARKS 

] would like to end this report with a few reflections on the methods I used 

to carry out; my graduation research project. 

When I started working (In this project, my thinking on the methodology of 

scienticic research had already been strongly influenced by the works of 

Rarl Popper. In Popper's view, one should not try to obtain scientific 

theories by inducti vis I; methods. Instead, a theory describing the 

phenomena one is interested in should be derived before carrying out 

experiments. Experiments :}hould then be carried out to test the theory. 

Should the experimental results contradict the theory, the theory is 

falsifi.ed and a new theory must be derived. This process is repeated until 

an adequate theory is obtained. 

While reading papers on Fr.I'rE for the literature survey I t discovered that 

most of them are (If an inductivist nature. While it is always possible 

that plausible results are obtained this way, r prefer Popper's approach 

myself. So, after having completed the literature survey, r spent the next 

few month:) trying to obtain one general theory covering all .FT.ITE phenomena. 

Of course, I did not succeed. There is probably no single theory covering 

all F1ITE phenomena, but ev~n if t~ere were one, it is highly unlikely that 

a graduate student with no previous experience in FI.lTE research would find 

it. After havi.ng ;;iOmewhat belatedly realized this, I concentrated my effort:; 

on FLITE in pla:.Jtic deformation at room temperature. By combining t.he 

re::ml t~ of several earlier authors and adding some theoretical work of 

myself, r was able t.o derive a theory describing the~;e phenomena. The next 

problem was how to test this theory. The established way would have been to 

carry out jmpact tondon tests, but ~;jnce doing this would have added 

nothing new to FLITE re3earch, [ opted for the high-speed tensile test 

im;tead. Fortunately, EUT' 5 Department of Chemical Technology owned a high

speed .tensile testing machine. Unfortunately, due to the budget cuts that 

have been impol.,;ed on EUT (and all other Dut:ch universities and colleges), 

the number of experiments r could carry out was limited. Therefore, r could 

not, in good faith, draw anything more than preliminary conclusions from my 

experimental results. Much more testing will be necessary before any 

definitive conclusions about the validity and usefulness of my theory are 
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p05sible. r do hope, however, that even should my theory have to be 

rejected, the way of thinking behind my theory will be used long afl;er my 

theory has been forgotten, and that in this way 1 will have contributed 

something to FL[TE research. 
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~QlraVVlet:-c.r I 1= L.t> = \ it' S t I to olot:a\Y\: . 
£. 

(Io.~. ) 

ThiS h ,tJ'\e. ~l(:> he\ov\~'I1"\\ ~ t.~c. \~ct. \VI~tCAb\l\~j, o.ltl(\l~':IiS, 

S\\'\ce the lOt::\ol l\'\!>tabllH:,,\ <:.ri\-:eV'\o'-"1 (a. \'3.) WQl5 ~s€.o\ -4:0 obtai", 
'-' 

(b.b.) +\'"O~ (Io.s.). To obta\Vi the FlPI~ -h,r \0<:<:\1 QlV\ol 4::\-'e~W\Ql\ 

\ V\stQlb\\i\:',j , re.spe.,-~ tV~\':., \:;~e. \Oc.a.\ "'V\~ ~\-'er~\ i.V\st.~b\\\~~ c.\'"i~t:.riQ 

m ..... ~t. be. \V\~e:r~eol ,V"\ lb. ~:). For t.V!e f>",~e ot coW\p\e.\:~",es~, t\"'e. 

reo s ..... \ t~ O\~ '\ \ V~V\ be. \O\AJ • ..... 

Loc~l i~stGtb\l\b~ t=LP:::. (~_ VI 

\, E.:,. i. 

c~ ... , - \) _ w,,,L \ of \ ) \ I 
'2." I ~ .. r ) N'\ 

(b. ~.) 
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""' _t 

£. 
2.-')/ 
2 .... I I'Y\ 

(6. \0.) 



T\'~ ~\~h- ":>rc..eol. te"'$~\c:.. k.r.\:S wc:..n:.. ~.,.. .... i.c...cl. CI~t 0\1\ ~ 2 ..... kk V"c.\ 

~~t'le. \«35,2. \-.,~ c;lYC4.""'\'c. *c:.Vl. ~\\c. ~e~\:.\",~ w\.:u::.'-"\\o'\c... r-o,,- c,C4.c.h ~C4.\::eV"\Q.\, 

te", \:e..'!.i:~ Wc.Y"c. ~ .... r\c.col C'",-l. OV\e. i,.e .. ~ "'-'C4.5. CArrle..c:oA. """,-t ~o c.~u.\..:: 

t 'he.. s.e.-l \: "VI. ~ a( the.. \::e s-l fQrow,\-\ e..t. e V" ~ t:>V\ ~h eo \::e..s \. \. ""~ """Cl.c. '" , V\c:., 

\::~c ot\-tc..,.. '-"'\I\e.. '...u<..yc:. '-\.~e..ol \;0 o\o-\Q.\V\ \.\"c. e.~f'eri.\IY\c.V\\:Q.\ Jo.~. 

T~ptc . .Gl\1 lees\. V"c:..sIAl\:s. Q.V"e SohowV\ i."", .(i.~'S.. C.l., C.". C:l\V\c:oA.c'3. ''-'c:. 

se~\~ 0", b\"c. VY\<.1\.d,,,~,,,e.. y:>Cl.V"'C'4Vi"le:"c:.v-s. h :!,\.t""",,",,, \\h {'\~, C .. '-1.. 

The.. W\Q,c.l.-t'\"",c.. rrov·\J.c.~ ~\'-'e. ellpe,,-, "",,(.V\!:C\.t c:l~~Q \\0'\ t'C.\'""\-v\s 0.(. st::: .... ,'!.s 

\.IS. -e.\t"I~'"",-eer'Y\~ s,tV'Q.'''''' \0 ob\:C4.'''''' V\Q~""V"'Q\ ,\:."""\'-'\ VQ\",e"':=., \.~e -\o\\oI.4l\,,\~ 

c.K~V'c'!.sicV\ ~"I. ~"eol '. 

f.,. \'" (\ '" A.) l(., 1. ) 

""'''''ere E. \So V'\GthA .... A\ strQ.l.", .:I\.\t"Icol A \~ ~V\j '\ ""'e.(. .... 'V\~ S\.V'C4.\"'. 

As me ... hoV\c.c:A i"" chArter 4., L"ClC.f' ~'i t<.1\.ke.\o1 +~"'" 1c.~c. t.v\Q.)(..\."""!.<\\N'\ 

\", ~~c. ~h"'e~'" - !.t'rC4.'Ioo\ C""'I"Ve.'i, \\"'c. c.o\-V"c.-s. rO~\"',\ ~Y\~t"""e.ri""~ s\::~\", 

,~ "'~. ,"', -\ ..... C\.ch.1..V"'c.. ~\V"O\.\""'S wc.re o\e.t-t.'I"'vY\;""e.c;.\ b~ VY\e..Clsl.A. ... eV\"te"'h, 

c.t"'c( ,,",0-\ b':) c~<::tlt\~, V\~ -l'-'c VAl"", A '(\'0"",,", "\'hc e)C.pe..r\\fV!.tv\~C4.\ s~V"'c:tlV\~ 

''''\0 "'=hc. c..or-re.-s. fOV\J.\~ V\Q,~l..\rOl.\ stv-<::t'Y\. 

\::e.'StlV\Q Wla.c.i-t i.""e. t.h4t WQ,'.1. 4. ... ecl .for \:.\.,c:., kVls;\, ~e.s~~. Iki~ wct~ 
..) . 

~o""c. lo ~ \..\\ \W~ "" s.~c.,'\ 0. \l\ at.d. +, ~ J.. d"C\""", be\"" ~i-l .(:'or ex ~~ ... \ V'\-1C"'6, 

OVc:.Y"" t::\ wiole.. t-e.\f'Y\f1t.V""~IA"c.. ro.,,",~e. .Ie~-\. '-"'"""e~ wi4:."-' t~c. ~Q.c\" .. \l\1t. 1t.,~ 

.(;.eV'l'Sil" \:e~ bC4.~s. \.Verc 'fl.l.-t 'y.,s,'ck -\.~\s. Ct.,o,W'I\:.eY'" ~~ ~~-\:e.cl t-o 

f'~'(.$e.~ ~c..W'I'fe.\""Qt.I..\Y"'c:.s. \"'e.~ wc:,.v-c.. \;h""V\ t-c..h:;'\c.. h5~ ~t the ~E'. 
I I (' 'Ocr· I 1'" L 1 1. ec.Wlr4le. ...... Q"l:I.ooI. ... e.s. "),V'\cc. 'Z:>l \S, 'to Q" ~t ...... .!-\. QPfr~x.\V\"I'"'~\,,'rt, '" c.OV\~"t."I.>\'I:, 
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Eiampl e-# INT>f~m II\H>Rb Rm I::;:b f4 EI'10D 

Nm Nm ~.umm2 t-.\lmm2 '/~ kN/mm2 

250 . 

150 .. 

..• " 

~, 154.69 .,:: 199.5 343,,8 253" 1 

".i .. _------., .... ,---_.-.. , ..... _ . 

• ,1" _--------•• -'-.. 'I 

, .... _-....... -:::::-~".--.. ---- rlr- 1 

r I ~ 
" tf ••••• 

,I 
I " " .. ' 

.i (' 
" / .' I.' 

.. :::;/.~. 
,/'" " .. 

. .t .... 

.. ..... ,.' 
.,' t 

.' I 
. l 

.... .r./l 
.I~ ..... -

+-----_.-1----

Sample-# I j\.IT>Hm INT>Rb I:;:m Rb f."ig /\ 
H 

1. I] 

... 

1···.lm Nm t··~ / ITI fT,:-Z N/mm2 
., 

/,. /14 

'~ '-r 16 :3() • 4 84. 4 59" :2 
'"~\' r::J 28. :l .... " 
,. . CJ 

l 

-------·_·-I--------1--·----t--------1----
1 0 

It 
Iee.",So" \e. -'ce.~\. ~ \::'''''e.'!l'\ - St .... Q.~'" C ""~ ve.. ~ 

(f 

EI'10D 
kl\l/mm2 

1 . 428 

i'-
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3amp:l. eo-oj:!: INT:>Hm INT>I:;:b I~m F:b {,~q j:; EI'1OD 

NHI Nm N.lmm2 N/mm2 "I % kN/mm2 I. 

6.45 1l.3.3 61.2 43. 1 9.8 1:38 • 
...,. 

O. B4'7 i 6 

--+----+! ------'--1--'---1----------;----
r=1 ~,~ 

c:A«,."OY"",",~-l:tO"" \.o.)Qr~ o'oVle i.A'(O \:.0 ~l.,e.. -\:-t.hSae. ~treY\c.:(lh. 
~ 

<,.At'.40Y'~O'~'o,"" wor~ ~OVlc:.. 1.01" ~o .(:'Y'~d.\.(~c::.. L\::o~~\ 

J,.e,.-'ovo.VVlo..Ic:·,o,"" wo.-"'). 

R"",,:; ~e.YlS·ltc. ~-lV"e",,"I\:~ . 
...) 

R~ ::: .("'Ac.\:l.Ar-e ·il .. tre.~s. 

A.~;. ~~l(.·W""ICA""'" \""OIrV'l t.?::"V1~I..\S eVl~\",e.'ri"'~ ~\:..r~\"" 

A .:: \:;o-L:..\ e~ ... ,,:,·,V1C.-t.V"·\ 11'1<\ ~tV"''''\''''' 
.,) ....l 

E MOD ~ Y("'I.\,\~'~ VY'IoJ",b.",. S 

'" ~tl"'o.i~ht. \''''''' 

~ ·b .. , ""'l thO. \. t "-e 

o-\- ~""\~ \\Y\c \~ 

,"'" t.~b\e. C. 1. 

Wa.i. (;."\.::",l,,,.\.eo:A ~o {i-\' H" ... vClh'l.e.~ 0,," .(~t:.. {e.",s\\~ 

\0""""5\ Q.",o:A ~\~ ~e'5\. le.s\ -tc.VI"\ fe.~ \ Co\. rc.s. \ he. S \of'e 

-the \.)C\.\~c:.. o~ 'C)~. l' he.. resl..4.\\.~ .:::."'''' \:.c -'0 """"''''-
'01 
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n,,~er\eL\ 1Co$\:. te. WI ",e. ":..t \"'" e.- tl> (.1 ~~ (~""",,,,,,,,-l.l t()o- ( -1. \.('J · -aT tJW'I"""" 

PVc. ~C) '1. 
- OtT 

PVc.. 'fC ~'-\ 

pc.. 30 b:. - Otl 

~( 10 !:.\ 

F'\o"\Qu'jl -\:D\b\e.'!. C. "'t. QIoo\,t c. 'l. co",,-lo.·ll-'\ -l\"~ \!ne>.te.v tea' rarc:t"""e.\:c:rs 

o\:, ~eai""c.o\. "" .... 0.", C~'l 4""J. r~1. 

~l.c. ___ \ .. \ -\ 
C [~-:J \cit \.( -'] I()c:r ( -t k -I] ~ Ck~ \I"I'\!I'Y\ J V\ t-1 "C> 'T )J W'I "'" 

Ti 6AI- L( V 
.. , 

Sb~ . \0 S O,0'l -',1. lV'~~' \0 . 

no.t" .... ·, .. \ « (lb ~l·l) c. (Sb.-\ ·F-' \b-I) Y\ t-l 
'Gtr 0 -I) 
~(ps" f 

A\ 606\ - T' \6~ ."ll • \0 -'-\0 

Ti 't81. ·n . ''1 - Ie 

To 0\0 6'\ Y\ t ~e. ("'ort'ec.:l cl't ~c:.",,, ·u>"",. '" YOW!. -4.,""e. """'~{e ~·"\4\ parCl""" e.\~rs 
\V\ \: .. b\e. C.l. i"" 5.1. IoA""'\"-S, IM"'H;\p\~ e b~ '-\. ~18 "",,4, \e4U~ -\:he. 

"tkc.r UQ.\"tc.\ '-4.""C,k"""le.J. 
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T~eV'~ \s sti\\ 1;t-\1..o\.c.I..t '-\""c.e...-ta~",,\~ ~b",\. -\;kc.. IN'\-etc::o.l\o ~~pk'C. \l'\a.b.4Y"le 

0.( -lk bc:I.I • .,~\ o( <,)(,.tV'&"",e\~ \o<:.c::o.H ~ d~,"oV"mc::o.4:\o"" o",.\.c.\o1 C'-C.c.oW\fQ"'~\"I~ 

FL \TE.. Fo..- ellG4Y1o'1rlc.., ~kerc. \S S~\l\ V10 a.~ .... c.e.W\c.IA-\. .ab:,,,,-t t,\"C stV'""c.h"re. 

of ~\-'c. w\"it-c.. b,,~s ob~\"'\1~ J.c...t .... i~ h\~h- src¢~ ~\,,("'C.\...·\VI~ co{ s~ce\ \,~ 

Ze ",c...- ~""J. Ho 1\ 0 Y'no "" ( .f i~. 1.} t8l) , 

Fi":l' \. W'-'i\:.e,. b",w( SepQY"a.\\",,~ ~I,~ "\IA~ .(V'OIoVl l,""c \'a.Sc. """o.+erio.l 

'''' '"'\~\.-, - "~e.c.cl p~",c.""'i ""~ 0.\ '!>t::c.c...\ Cal 

It \'\ +rc 'i~e\l"l\.\) o.ss~""",~ol -b~i. -l\.,csc bQ"'J.~ ( IVh,(.\... ve .... ~ oHe", 

dlC.(,C)"""pQ,l'\~ FL\1£ \VI ~tu .. hr QrC. Wlc:u"'\.(,Vtsibic.,kHo\t.'~ \'0$ a.ho 

bee", <;.~~~<s\.c.el t\...o.~ ~\"e.~ <:.OVlS'S-t ct elC..\.V"e.\.Me\~ .fi~c.- ~r"·\\o.l4eJ., h.!Qvi'':l 

aetoV""",,,cd. .(-err, \:e, 0 .... bC'-,\,oo\\\.c. A'!:. poi",t.cd. o~-l b~ ~d.{orc{ e.t. ellt (;n], 

th\~ l.\Ylc..e:\"'ta·I""\~ """it re"yu~'\"" """,\;il the ol.i.f+ic.!.4H;ie:.s Gi\.S~Oc.·,<::\t:e:.ol wi{:.\., 

ph'jS\ <:0.\ e.x. ,,,.,,,,,', Y'Icl\.lOV\ o-C the.. bQVlols CU"e. re W'love.ol. 

A V\CW "'Pt3roo.c.~ \:.0 the 10 <:."l , ·u .. d. ~..,ol probl~ hQ~ n: .. c.c.\,oo\U':) bc.(.."" 

slA:j~c..~td ~~ 1iVV\o-\:'\" ~ C \1:1. LA SIAa.l\~ I lehc. ba."",,"s e\re ,-,=,Ue:d b""RVlS ~O"'''Y\C''' 

Of' ;;;A.~fo,,"1I'\'\e~, .J.e:fe",.A'''''~ """ w,",e.U,,!lr <1\ p~Se t:.r.aVl,for~~\ov, \""'$ Oc.<:~rV'eo\ 

i"" ~\"e.V\;'\ c .. hOt. 1;\rvlot.\,,~ ~~~~e~b. \:ha.~ c.I. ~ette ... aV1"I~si '!. o~ the. b"''''~5 

\\ ta0SS'\b'c. ,," the~ are. CGl\\c~ trcu·'\stoV'~eJ or J£.+or~ec:ol Q.ccoroli"",:) tc. 

-l~e. p"rt'd: \O\f\\"'~ d t.he f\'" ior ·,J"'IeQ.r cA..e.f.o","""""",{.ioVl he..bNec.\"I two "'t..oV'les 

l"" Wle.b:4\\o'jrC\f~'';;' ~e..c.t.io", (f~. "l/~)' 

5 ; '" ,.;,." the. 'b",,,,.;.l ~ ,!\c.. "l.A.r \A V'\dc...V" c.\ 'IN i.ol~ '~'" \(...~ ~ ".f cc> V\J, b OV,5, 1,,,,,,,,, 0 h ~ 'j, 

06 f.(.Y've.$ H·\(~ t ::::,..,oe,.y.:>\\ o\"~eV'\;G\t-io", ~ a.bolJ.t -\:;ke\\"l ""'~ olld':J" be... 
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f\~. 1. T'('"~\o'\~ ~or~eci. shear IoQ"'e\ 

l"" A\5>\ I...\.~'-\o ~~ee\. e'll 

'i..L.A"'l;~c;4t\V(... \vi-l"" ~""'s \\"\ """\0'\0\, it Ca .... \oc. ~QtiDl 4:,-",,,,,\,, tW"'C4.\'\.s~oV"~"" 1oc.\"'oU 

AV"c. ~o~-l CAS'\~ .(.oV"~eol ''''' I.tY\e.tCl\.\S 0' \ow -\.\"cr"""",\ cA.\\'h4$iv\h~ G\II'\J.. \ow 

rc.$\~bV'\C.e. to J:U1E t. \-"i~'" ~4.:.re"'~i:~. \ow V"e$'~~V\c.c: \:0 flo\.oV s(.){-leV\\'" '1' 

low "-4te of .siv-I.\i"" ~rkV\·'v\~), \ike.. "l\o~ ~lc.c..\s Q\t1ot -lib::c."'~1A.1M CI\.\\C)\~$t 

'-Vhe.reA"S AII.IIN'I·''''Io\Wl ""'~ G<i:'ppcr -le~ to {o,,"1+-\ ~+or~ loavd.s. 1.( el'll"CWlc 

FLrTt O<:C.I.1.~S, howevey", \; ..... Ah'fo""~ol bt:tll'\d..~ ~~ e.ve., ... d::""QlU~ Qr->fe.Qr rc~~

le.~~ ~ +.\..e W\e.\Q\.I\",~~ of t\.'\e allo':J' 

As c.t:tY\ be. G.c"'c.t""J.eo\ h-c:>""", l\"e (lbQv(,., ,\; ,';. ve.r~ oliH\clA\~ tc:> \\.t\~er~rei: 

J .. b::\ <:.c\t1,eV"V\i~~ \c:>(."'\''Z.e.J. d.e.:~or"",,,,t.\o,,,, b"'....,J.:s. 'l-l \~ ~""c. to lc~\$ \,ro\:'\e""" 

c.o""'\:'\"'c.ol wiU,\ t\"e. \\vv\\tec\ \:., ...... , .clV~il(;lb\c, ~\.,.;..t. no ,,-l~eVl.\\o\l\ h..:l$ 

be.e."" PQ\cl \:.0 l"'e \IYIe.{~l\l.1.r:j~ o~ F-LfTE. ~V\ -h\.,.\$. re.f>or-l. 
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I~ .t..hi \. C\ff'''''''''')I;., dI,,,, .e.xo.lI\o'1f'e \!o j~"e.V\. ~O"'" ~L. \1£ -\.I...eor';j CAt.-. 

'- <l'If'r'i.ed k '" ""'<:I\""\.\~Q.c...b.,,\"\Y"\~ ~rc:>~s.~. 

1'-'1 ('11-"'l, \(.Q\VV\"",ke1f'",) dI."""" kc..l,. "'e .... \V~ "''''' c.lI.fre~~'o"" \or -l'-'c.. 

""""l(tW\~ f.J\ec...tivc. 'i.\~\V\ ''''' -\.\..c V\G\"'V"OWc.~\ ~e.c..\.\c:>V\ s J"r'''''~ \:.\.tc. 

rlA"",c.k,""~ e~\""C:\H()~ (, .ti~. b. \.) 

Fi,\. D.,. !c\c.,,\ \ Z,c:::J. W\o~\ 0.(: 4:"'<

p"'~\"'i""~ cfeV"Q.~t6,,", ("'1) 

(c. 1.) . 

T~\'lr. r ... OU1I'S ~~be.. ctc.$Cr i Ioc:.~ b,\ "'Sli""'~ Q. s iloN"'l P \, S~c.c::tr VY\okl, 
-....) 

wh"l-, -lJ",",~ *"",, s ~rc.~~ ~A-l~ 
" ~""S Vo.l4' O~ ~A\I\~ \ .:!\ -I, 

S~o",\~ .-\.\-t c.. V\"\ £\ 1..\ W'\ lA W'\ '\:'n:\"' "" .f\'CWl C\::). 1.. ') 10<. ~1A~l b "r \~r:\eY'" 
'..:. 

-\:h Po"" 

{he ,,'''It",(.,,,\ fLnE. r.~'v\~, t=L\\'E. """"",\1 0""' .... \~\~ "" ..... aht\l>V\ lc.."J.~ \:'e ~'\ 
-; 

'"V"\ t'~ ""\ \.-'\(;h·"rc"Vc.'l!.1.. s.ec..l \0""'. \.V\"'\c...~ ~~ 'be.. <.,.. f're,&,e,..l .:loS ~\loI..US 

= 

I.v~l"" ~'" -\:\"c. <:.t-i\:ka.\ \o'\arr"owc."'.:.t. sc.c.Hov-. Qhol !'\O<kd.. \:\-.c. '-r\~\<::.D.\ 'oo.c:A 

tV\'S6baH:~ stY'l:l.i"" t... t~ t:hC. r V'l'1A\ '"",-;.~I")'li\:') s\;rA.i"" c.C\\.-'\, ot .:.()~rSc., ~\'O 

b.e "" .. c. c::t ) . 

l\). 4..) M.&\.~ k. Y'"""\oVr', t.b::.v" <.:.t'S. teol\Cw1.: 
-.l 



As C!.1f\ e.,."W'l p \(., -\;; ~e. c t'i t. \ <:.""'\ 

c:.\.-.'rt:.er I..t) I.VO\.4\~ \0 e ; 
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,_,- f\. " 
U ;,;,.). 

(t!. 4.). 

'D '\ l .~.). 

\~i~ Me"Irl'S \.~""t '~e ~o~S'\b,\i t~ .\\.,,,\. FL \\C 1..<1\ H OCCI..\f' \1.-\ \, 

J,V\r\Y\\ 'P1..\Y\(.~'\""q \~ ki~h. 1 () ol,\.'(.V'w""'e 1.V\",-tif'lCi~r \~ o{..c:.","~ or 
...; ,....) '0,) 

Y'\ot, \.\..e FL ~ v .... "''''~\; 'Y.>c: khO\.Ul"\. I~e. FL? ~or f''-'\Y\(.'""i.Y\,,\ c."""", 
...., 

be. Ob \.:" '\'-'\c.o\. \'4, I..\. '5.\ V'lq CD, \.. "; .A~ \:"'c. CV\rre,wt S \.r<:>.\ V\ t. : 
~ -.) / 

\= LP: ( V'\ 
j-

/ f\ ' l v. 6. ). 

\. i.e. 

Fev- "~\\A!.b·:;d,\ve. \,\A\'"'~Of:.~S, (:J. theY""\Iv\"'\ th:;.b~\:.t\i ~ t=:L.? '''''''\\ icc. 

ASe..A C t~,re. i;i. '1\0 VA~~C. 0", t'i.,e \0,,01. h"\,i>t..~\oilH;~ r-L .. v ,"or U" 
Oy\~(.~ c-t h*t,,-\ ~~ k \o~lt "Z..<.llh\ C\f\). ~J"t.i.::.c.""~~c:. -:;~.:.\~\ 'Z.~-\.i·')\r\ 

I \ , r\ :;;l 

\...'-" " .I' 

A\;\('- \ "'q P \..0\\'\'" ~'\v"-', o{ 1~ I Y)O t\ ~;::.::t~\c. \o~ \, -, , 

1,A'> ""',;.,-l'h:r 
"-' 

-\:-h i.... ~\.~. ¥Y'\e.Q.V\::i H."I~ t ~ 'he. ~'VI<lI.\ 
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